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Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility: Why Giants FallPraeger Publishers, 2003
Sims believes that ethics in business can be restored by establishing a culture of doing the right thing, creating a climate for whistle-blowing, providing a forum for dialogue and good moral conversation, getting leadership commitment, recognizing unethical behavior, and institutionalizing good ethical behavior....Sims's book is well referenced...
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Media in the Ubiquitous Era: Ambient, Social and Gaming Media (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2011

	Media in the ubiquitous area is undergoing a tremendous change. Social media and Web 2.0 are applied in ever more diverse practices both in private and public communities and digital games and play are currently undergoing many transformations. Traditional communication and expression modalities are challenged and totally new practices are...
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Atrial Fibrillation after Cardiac Surgery (Developments in Cardiovascular Medicine)Springer, 1999

	Cardiac surgery is performed on hundreds of thousands of patients a year, and can have an important beneficial impact on the outcomes of patients with coronary and valvular heart diseases. Despite the favorable recovery of most patients, some will have their post-operative period interrupted by the development of atrial fibrillation, with a...
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In The Name Of Terrorism: Presidents On Political Violence In The Post-world War II EraUniversity of New York, 2005
No book like this could have been written without the generous assistance of the staffs of Lyndon B. Johnson Presidential Library, the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library, the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library, and the George Bush Presidential Library. Going far beyond providing normal access to internal documents, the staffs of these libraries...
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Labour and the Challenges of Globalization: What Prospects for Transnational SolidarityPluto Press, 2008
'Labour and the Challenges of Globalization breaks new ground by anchoring the response of labour to globalization in the strategies of individual labour movements. Through ten excellent country reports, leading labour scholars show how new struggles are emerging in the face of hyper-competition and the expanding informalisation of work. It is a...
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Tracking the Neolithic House in Europe: Sedentism, Architecture and Practice (One World Archaeology)Springer, 2012

	The Neolithic period is noted primarily for the change from hunter-gatherer societies to agriculture, domestication and sedentism. This change has been studied in the past by archaeologists observing the movements of plants, animals and people. But has not been examined by looking at the domestic architecture of the time. Along with tracking...
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Inspire!: Why Customers Come BackFT Press, 2009

	8 POWERFUL WAYS TO INSPIRE TODAY’S TOUGH CUSTOMERS IN TOUGH TIMES AND MAKE THEM STICK!


	 


	“With Jim Champy’s well-proven gift for keen management analysis, today’s essential notions of business...
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A Companion to Film ComedyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A wide-ranging survey of the subject that celebrates the variety and complexity of film comedy from the ‘silent’ days to the present, this authoritative guide offers an international perspective on the popular genre that explores all facets of its formative social, cultural and political context

	
		A wide-ranging...
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Multimedia Image and Video ProcessingCRC Press, 2000
Multimedia stands as one of the most challenging and exciting aspects of the information era. The extremely rapid growth of this field means that books even just a few years old may offer information that is already obsolete. Multimedia Image and Video Processing offers not only up-to-date research and developments, but does so in a way that...
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Winning the Professional Services Sale: Unconventional Strategies to Reach More Clients, Land Profitable Work, and Maintain Your SanityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
An innovative approach to winning more profitable sales in the growing professional services industry
    In recent years, professional services providers have had to rethink their sales methods and adapt to profound changes in the way clients buy services. In response, Winning the Professional Services Sale argues for...
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Broadband Access Networks: Technologies and Deployments (Optical Networks)Springer, 2009
Considering the key evolutions within the access network technologies as well as the unprecedented levels of bandwidth demands by end users, this book condenses the relentless research, design, and deployment experience of state-of-the-art access networks. Furthermore, it shares the critical steps and details of the developments and deployment...
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Realtime Web Apps: With HTML5 WebSocket, PHP, and jQueryApress, 2013

	Realtime Web Apps: With HTML5 WebSocket, PHP, and jQuery is a guide for beginner- to intermediate-level web developers looking to take the next leap forward in website and app development: realtime.

	

	With Realtime Web Apps, you'll be able to quickly get up to speed on what HTML5 WebSocket does, how...
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